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ISSUE TITLE/RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING DATE/TIME/DURATION

1. Schools

Roanoke Valley Schools start another year filled with promise and uncertainty.
Raonoke County deals with budget issues that may force closure of Fort Lewis
Elementary School, while Roanoke city's William Fleming High School becomes
the only school in the valley not to get full accreditation.  The SOL's were a big
issue, as new standards meant lower scores for many schools.  WFIR covered all
these issues, along with the continuing concern over whether fewer snow days will
mandate a return to post Labor Day school openings.

8/14-9/27 - 35 Minutes

2.  VA Senate Race Virginia's tight U.S. Senate race began breaking toward Democrat Tim Kaine as
summer turned to fall. WFIR has been covering this race all year, with the hottest
campaigning yet to come.

8/27-9/19 - 38 Minutes

3. Derecho Coverage The third quarter started out with the aftermath of a brief, destructive wind storm
known as a derecho. It knocked out power, leaving tens of thousands without
electricity in the middle of the worst heat wave in recent memory.  WFIR covered
the aftermath of the storm, including the cooling centers, power restoration efforts
and brush cleanup.

7/1-8/24 - 127 Minutes

4. Congressional Race 9th District The 9th discrict Congressional race is underway, with Rep. Morgan Griffith facing
opposition from political newcomer Anthony Flaccavento. We've introduced that
candidate and covered issues in the campaign.

7/20-9/26 - 39 Minutes
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5. Governor Ethanol Mandate After defeating an opponent in the Republican Primary, Representative Bob
Goodlatte now faces Democratic opposition.  We take a look at the candidate's
position on the emerging issue of ethanol mandates.

9/17 - 15 Minutes

6. Public Invocations at Gvmt. Mtngs. Public invocations at government meetings became an issue in 7/19-9/25 - 41 Minutes
several localities, as officials seek to cope with objections from 
various groups and individuals.  Roanoke County in particular
wrestled with the issue of "non Christian Specific" prayers, and as
the quarter ended, this was still not resolved. WFIR/Extensive Coverage

7.  Virginia Battleground State Virginia found itself to be a major battleground in Presidential 7/10-9/28 - 77 Minutes
politics. President Obama, Mitt Romney, and Paul Ryan made 
separate visits to the Roanoke Valley. Vice President Joe Biden
visited Danville and Blacksburg. Obama's "you didn't build that" gaffe
in Roanoke and Biden's "put y'all back in chains" comment to a largly
black audience in Danville got nationwide attention.
WFIR provided extensive coverage of the heated Presidential campaign
in Virginia.

9. Wind Storm Just as the second quarter was ending, the region was hit by a massive 6/30 - 60 Minutes
wind storm that knocked out power to hundreds of thousands of
Virginians.  It is a long term issue that will continue in to the next
reporting period. WFIR was on the air the Saturday morning after the
Friday night story, letting the Roanoke Valley know hot long their
power may be out and where to seek shelter if needed.


